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1. INm0DucT10~ 
In the last twenty-five years the study of the periodic solutions for second- 
order differential equation with a forcing term 
f +f(x, 2) k + g(x) = e(t) (1) 
has been the object of numerous investigations, the majority of these being 
dedicated to a problem of a considerable practical interest: existence of the 
harmonic oscillations for Eq. (1). A s usual, by a harmonic oscillation we 
understand a periodic solution of Eq. (1) having the same period as the forcing 
term e(t). 
Assuming that the real functions e, f, g are continuous for all real values of 
their variables and that e is periodic, in 1943 N. Levinson [5] proved that the 
following conditions are sufficient for the existence of at least one harmonic 
oscillation for (1): 
(i) there exists a positive number M such that for any real numbers x 
andy we have f&y) > -M; 
(ii) there exist some positive numbers a and m such that for any real 
numbers x and y, with 1 x 1 > a and 1 y 1 > a, we have f (x, y) > m; 
(iii) ,?1;ma g(X) . sign x = co; 
(iv) liig(x) * [G(x)]-l = 0, where G(x) = Sk) d5. 
0 
In 1951 C. Langenhop [4] showed that the Levinson’s result subsists if, 
maintaining the conditions (i) and (ii), the conditions (iii) and (iv) are replaced 
by the follownig 
(v) i&g(x) . x-1 = co. 
C. Langenhop also observed that, in the presence of (iii), the equalities (iv) 
and (v) exhaust all behavior possibilities of the elastic force g(x) when x -+ co, 
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therefore the conditions (iv) and (v) are superfluous. Moreover, preserving 
the conditions (i) and (ii), Z. Opial [9] weakens the condition (iii) to the 
following nonameliorable 
(vi) lim g(x) * sign x > Mu + E, 
ix 1-m 
wehre E = max 1 e(t) j . On the other hand, keeping the Langenhop’s 
condition (v) even in a relaxed form, I. Barbalat [I] attenuates the restriction 
(i) and substitutes (ii) by a requirement permitting to the damping coefficient 
f(x, ff) to tend to zero in the regions in which the restriction (ii) interdicts 
this convergence. The Barbalat’s conditions are the following: 
(i’) there exist the positive numbers a and M such that for any real 
numbers x and y, with 1 x / 3 a and 0 < y * sign x < a, we have 
f(X,Y) > - M; 
(ii’) for any real numbers x and y, with j y 1 > a and x2 + y2 + CO, 
wehave IyIf(x,y)+w 
(iii’) for any real number x, with 1 x 1 > a, we have g(x) . x-l 3 1. 
In an earlier note [7] we indicated the following conditions, including the 
Barbalat’s exigences and assuring the existence of a harmonic oscillation: 
(i’), (vi) and 
(ii”) there exist some positive numbers c and A > maxlrl Qa 1 g(x) 1 
such that for any real numbers x and y, with 1 y I 3 a and x2 + y2 3 c, we 
have IY If@,r) > E + A. 
Our theorem includes some equations of the form (1) which escape both to 
the above-mentioned theorem of Z. Opial and to the one recently established 
by K. W. Chang [2]. S UC an equation is the following: h 
f + 2( 1 + k I X I) i-$$ R + +- arctg x = f sin t, k >O. 
Here we may take a = c = 1, M = +, A = a/6. 
Besides the proof of a generalization of this theorem, the present paper 
intends to examine some properties of relative and global boundedness in 
the future for the solutions of the system 
ff = h(y), 9 = -f(x,~)Y -g(x) + 4th 
to which one reduces the study of Eq. (1) for h(y) = y. 
(2) 
2. RELATIVE BOUNDEDNESS IN THE FUTURE OF THE SOLUTIONS 
The solutions of the system of differential equations 
R = X(t, x, y) 3 = w, x, Y), (3) 
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with continuous functions X, Y : R3 + R, R being the real axis, are called 
relatively bounded in the future if there exists a compact simplyconnected 
domain KC R2 such that for all 7 E R and all (t, 7) E K, we have 
t > 7 =+- (&? 7, 5, d, $(t, 7, f, ?1)) (5 K 
for every solution v, 1+4 of (3) subject to the initial conditions ~(7, r, 5, q) = 6, 
4(7, 71 897) = 7. 
The notion of relative boundedness in the future has been introduced by 
G. Siefert [l 11. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that the functions e : (t, , co) -+ R, f : R2 + R, 
g, h : R + R are continuous and satisfy to a certain uniqueness requirement of 
each initial value problem for the system (2), and that the function e is bounded, 
t, 2 - co. Suppose, further, that the following conditions are ful$lled: 
1” there exist the positive numbers a, b and M such that for all pair of real 
numbers (x, y), with 1 x / > a and 0 < y * sign x < b, we havef (x, y) > - M; 
2” there exist the positive numbers c and A such that for all pair of real 
numbers (x, y), with / y / 3 b and x2 + y2 3 c, we have / y If (x, y) > E + B, 
where E = supt> t,, / e(t) I and 
B= 0, 
I 
A when Y >b, x >o, and y<--b, x <o, 
when y<--b, x > b, and y > b, x<-bb, 
- A, when y<-b, O<x<b, andy>b, -b<x<O; 
3” lim g(x) * sign x > Mb + E; 
IxI-)m 
4” for any real number y f 0 we have y . h(y) > 0 and for I y I-+ 00 we 
require si h(T) dy ---f 00. 
Then the solutions of the system (2) are relatively bounded in the future. 
PROOF. To construct the plane set K from the definition of relative 
boundedness in the future, we made use of Liapunov’s function V : R2 + R 
given by the equality V(x, y) = G(x) + H(y), where 
'74 = j;g(5) d5, WY) = j: W 6 
The condition 3” implies the existence of a number x0 > b so that 
I x 1 3 x0 => g(x) . sign x > (Mb + E) (1 + a), (4) 
were we may take, for example, 01 = /3[2(Mb + E)]-l when /3 < CO, and 
OL = 1 when ,3 = co, with 
/3 = ,%m [g(x) * sign s - (Mb + E)]. 
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To construct the boundary r of the set K, we shall introduce several 
stages. 
(a) The curve of equation 
Vx, Y> + Ax = WY,) (5) 
passes through the point PI = (0, yl), where yr > b will be choosed suitable 
large. Let us denote by Pz = (b, yz) and P3 = (x3 , b) the points in which the 
curve (5) meets first the straight lines x = b and y = b, respectively. Choosing 
the number yr large enough, we may admit that the arc PlP2P3 of (5) lies 
entirely in the domain defined by the inequalities y > b and x2 + y2 > C. 
(b) Consider the part of the curve of equation 
V(x, y) - (Mb 4 E) x = G(xJ + H(b) - (Mb + ~9 x3 (6) 
passing through P3 and lying under the straight line y = b. Choosing then 
yr so that x3 > max(a, x0) and G(x3) > G(b), we deduce from (4) and 4” that 
the slope of the curve (6) is negative and, moreover, 
Y E (0, bl 4 +-z=- 
g(x) - (Mb + -q 
09 
< yPfb+E) 
h(y) ’ 
hence this curve encounters the positive half-axis of Ox in a point P4 = (x4 , 0), 
with x, > x3 . 
(c) To the arc P3P4 of preceding curve we add the segment of the straight 
1 ine x = x4 between the points P4 and P5 = (x, , - b). 
(d) Further, we consider the curve of equation 
v(x, Y) = G(G) + H( - 4. 
The curve (7) must intersect the negative half-axis of Oy, therefore the point 
P, = (6, ys), in which (7) meets the straight line x = b, exists. 
(e) Finally, we consider the curve of equation 
V&y) + Ax = G(b) + H(y,) + Ah (8) 
It cuts the negative half-axis of Oy at the point PT = (0, y7). 
Let us observe that yr -+ co implies y2 + 03, x3 + co, ys * - co, and 
y, -+ - co. Moreover, disposing of choice of y1 , we may admit that the 
arcs P,P, and Psp? are situadet entirely in the domain given by the inequal- 
ities y < - b, x2 + y2 > c. 
(f) Adding the equalities (5), (6), (7), and (8), written in the points 
P3 , P4, P, , P7 , respectively, we obtain 
WY,) - H(Y,) = A@ - ~3) + H(- b) + (Mb + E) (x, - x3). 
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By (6) and by the inequality 
Gh) - G(G) = j" g(x) dx > (Mb + E) (1 + 0~) (xq - x2), %l 
we deduce (Mb + E) (x4 - xa) < H(b) * &. Thus, for H(y,) - H(y,) we 
obtain 
H(y,) - H(y,) < A(b - xg) + H( - b) + H(b) - d-1. (9) 
(g) For the construction of the part of the contour I’ lying in the half- 
plane x < 0, we consider the curves 
Q,Y) - Ax = WY,), (5’) 
0,~) + (Mb + E) x = G(xj) + H(- b) + (Mb + E) x; , x = x; ) 
(6’) 
VX,Y) = G(4) + H(b), (7’) 
WG Y) - Ax = G( - b) + H(y;) + A4 (8’) 
in which the points Pi = P, , Pi = (- b, yi), Pj = (xi , - b), Pi = (xi, O), 
p; = (4 ,4, p; = (- h Y& and P; = (0, y;) are defined by a procedure, 
analogous to that of the stages (a)-(e). Here x; < min( - a, - x,,) and 
G(xj) > G( - b). We remark also that y, + - co implies y; -+ co, therefore 
yr -+ co implies y; -+ co; moreover, for yr large enough we may admit that 
the arcs P,PiPi , P;Pi , and PiP; are situated in the domain 1 y 1 > b, 
x2 + y2 > c. 
(h) Adding the equalities (5’), (6’), (7’), and (S’), written in the points 
Pj , Pi , Pi , Pi , respectively, we obtain, as above, 
WY;) - WY,) = 4J + 4 + H(b) + (Mb + q (xi - 4). 
Similarly 
hence 
(Mb + E) (x; - xi) < H(- b) * a-l, 
WG) - fqy,) < A(b + -4) + H(b) + H(- b) * or’. 
From the last inequality and from (9), we have 
qr;) - fqy,) < A(% + 43 - x2) + (1 + a-l) [H(b) + H(-- @I. (10) 
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Since A > 0 and A(xA - x3) -+ - 03 for yr --+ 00, there exists a so large 
yr > 0 that, by (IO), H(y;) - H(yJ < 0 whence 
r; <Yl. (11) 
We fix the first value of yr , which yields (1 l), so that the arcs PlPgP3, 
P5P6, P,P, , P7PlPi, PjPi, and Pip,’ remain in the domain 1 y 1 > b, 
22 + ya 3 c. 
(i) Now we may take for the contour r the reunion of the arcs PlP2P3 , 
P3P4, P4P5, P,P,, P,P, , P,PiP,‘, PiPi, PiPi, PiPi, PiPi, and of the 
segment line joining the points Pi and PI . The closure K of the internal 
region limited by the curve P is the plane compact simplyconnected domain 
with the property required by the definition of relative boundedness in the 
future. 
Indeed, for positive half-trajectories of the system (2), which meet the 
arc PlP2P3, we find 
$ V(%Y) + 4 = h(Y) [-f(%Y)Y + A + &)I < 0, 
because (x, y) E PlPLP3 implies y 2 b and x2 + y2 3 c and therefore, by 
means of the conditions 2” and 4”, h(y) > 0 and 
-f(x,y)y+A+e(t)<-(E+B)+A+E=O. 
Thus the’mentioned half-trajectories pass into the interior of K as t increases. 
For the points (x, y) E P,P, we have x > a and 0 < y d b, hence 
-$ [V(x, y) - (Mb + E) xl = WY) [--.+,Y)Y + e(t) - (Mb + 41 < 0 
for y # 0, since from lo we have 
-f(x,y)y+e(t)-(Mb+E)<Mb+E-((Mb+h’)=O. 
Hence all half-trajectories, starting at any point of P,P, , must lie in the 
interior of K. The same situation occurs in the points of the arc P4P5 , since 
y < 0 involves f = h(y) < 0. 
When (x, Y) E P$‘, , we have y < - b and xs + y2 > c, hence 
i Vx,Y) = WY) I-f(x,Y)~ + 491 < 0, 
because h(y) < 0 and, by 2”, it holds 
-f(x, y)y + e(t) 2 I Y U&Y) - E > E + B - E = 0. 
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The corresponding half-trajectories enter into K also through the points 
of the arc F’$a . The same affirmation is true for the points of P,P, , since 
f CVx, y) + AxI = W [-f(x,Y)~ + e(t) + 4 < 0 
and 
-f(x,y)y+e(t)+A>E+B-EEA==. 
An analogous procedure shows that each positive half-trajectory starting 
at the points of the arcs P,‘PzI,, , with i = l,..., 6, enters into K as t increases. 
On the segment line P;P, we have 3i = h(y) > 0, hence the positive half- 
trajectories enter into K through the points of this segment too. This com- 
pletes the proof of Theorem 1. 
3. EXISTENCE OF HARMONIC OSCILLATIONS 
THEOREM 2. If besides the conditions of Theorem I, we assume that 
to = - 00 and that the function e : R -+ R is periodic, then the system (2) 
possesses at least one harmonic oscillation. 
By the Theorem 1 of Section 2, the Theorem 2 follows at once from 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that the continuous functions X, Y : R3 -+ R satisfy 
to a certain requirement of uniqueness of each initial value problem for the 
system (3) and thq are periodic with respect to the first variable with the same 
minimalpositive period A. Suppose, further, that the solutions of (3) are relatively 
bounded in the future in the plane compact simplyconnected domain K. Then the 
system (3) possesses at least one periodic solution with period A, whose correspond- 
ing trajectory is entirely situated in K. 
PROOF. Using a well-known result (cf. [3], Chap. II, Theorem 1.3), each 
solution (p)(t, 0, [, II), #(t, 0, 5,~)) of the system (3), with (5,~) E K, is 
prolongable for t -+ cc. Then we may define the mapping F : K + R2 as 
follows: for any p = (5, q> E K we put F(P) = (dh 0, 5, d, W, 0, 4,~)). 
The set K is homeomorphic to the unit circle x2 $- y2 < 1 of R2, and, by 
the relative boundedness in the future of the solutions of (3), one obtains 
F(K) C K. Moreover, from the continuity of X and Y and from the require- 
ment about the uniqueness of solutions, the mapping F is continuous (cf. [3], 
Chap. II, Theorem 4.3). According to the well-known Brouwer’s fixed point 
theorem, there exists a point p0 = (&, , Q,) E K such that F@,,) = p,, , i.e., 
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The solutions (~4 + 4 0, Co, 7,J, #(t + 4 0, 5, , d) and (~0, 0, &I , d, 
#(t, 0, &, ,7,,)) coincide, because the equalities (12) show that they verify 
the same initial conditions, and periodicity assumption of X and Y shows 
that the two solutions satisfy to the same differential system (3). Thus, for all 
tER, 
& + A, 0, &,70) = d4 09 &I 2 70), 
This completes the proof. 
REMARK 1. Under the hypothesis of analyticity of the functions X and Y 
the Theorem 3 was first demonstrated by N. Levinson [6]. 
REMARK 2. Under the additional hypothesis that the functions f, g, h 
are sufficiently smooth to assure the uniqueness of the solutions, the relative 
boundedness in the future in the domain K of the solutions of (2), with 
t,, = - co and e continuous and periodic with minimal positive period h, 
sufficed to proof the existence of at least one harmonic oscillation for (2). 
In the case when the last hypothesis is not verified, the conclusion of Theo- 
rem 2 still remain true, according to the following argument which essentially 
is due to Z. Opial [9]. 
Let ( fn) be a sequence of functions fn : R2 + R, continuous together with 
their first partial derivatives on a closed rectangle including K and having 
the paralell to the co-ordinate axes sides. Further consider the sequences 
(g,) and (h,) of functions g,, , h, : R -+ R, continuous together with their 
first derivatives on the projections of preceding rectangle on the axis Ox 
and on the axis Oy, respectively. Moreover, we may assume that uniformly 
fn(x, y) *f (x, y), g,(x) -+ g(x), h,(y) -+ h(y) and that, for each natural 
number n, the functions fn , g,, , h, satisfy the conditions l”, 2”, 3” and 4” 
of Theorem 1. Then by Theorem 2 each system of differential equations 
ff = Uy), 3 = -fmb Y) Y - g&> + e(t) (13) 
possesses at least one periodic solution (y*(t), h(t)) with the period h. From 
the proof of Theorem 1 there follows the existence of a number L > 0 such 
that, for any t E R and any natural tl, 1 vJ’n(t) 1 <L, 1 #n(t) 1 <L. By means of 
(13) there exists another numberL’ > 0 such that 1 q&(t) 1 < L’, 1 &n(t) 1 < L’. 
This implies the boundedness and equal uniform continuity on the interval 
[0, X] of the functions vm and h. By Ascoli’s lemma (cf. [3], Chap. I, p. l), 
there exist two subsequences of sequences (v,,), (J&J respectively, uniformly 
convergent to the functions p and # on [0, A]. Now it is clear that the exten- 
sions by continuity with period h on the all real axis of these functions con- 
stitute the required harmonic oscillation of (2). 
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4. GLOBAL BOUNDEDNESS IN THE FUTURE OF THE SOLUTIONS 
The solutions of the system (3) are said to be globally bounded in the future 
if there exists a compact simply-connected domain KC R2 which absorbs 
all positive half-trajectories of the system (3), i.e., for each 7 E R, each 
(t, 7) E R2 and each solution q, # of (3), subject to the initial conditions 
‘?‘(T, T> 6, 9) = ‘$9 $( 7, 7, (5, 7) = 7, there exists 7’ > 7 such that 
t > 7’ q (dt, 7, 5, rl), $(t, 7, E, 7)) E K. 
The notion of global boundedness in the future, which evidently implies the 
relative boundedness in the future, has been introduced by N. Levinson [6]. 
THEOREM 4. Under the hypotheses of Theorem I the solutions of the 
system (2) are globally bounded in the future. 
PROOF. We adapt to our system (2) an argument given by G. E. H. 
Reuter [lo] for Eq. (1) with damping coefficient depending only on the 
elongation x. 
(a) Suppose the contrary. Then there exist 7s E R and (& , vO) E R2 so 
that for the solution v, 4 of (2), satisfying the initial conditions 
we have 
w To Y to 3 ‘lo), $(t, To 3 60 3 770)) @ K (14) 
for all t > To . Without loss of generality, we may assume that to = 0 and 
7. > 0. On the analogy of the curve I’ = PIP2 -*- P;P, from the proof of 
Theorem 1, we construct the closed contour Z = Q1Q2 **a Q;Q1 , where 
Q1=(O,~l)and~l<rlo<~l, such that, denoting by 0 the internal closed 
domain limited by ,Z, we have KC Sz. As above one observes that no positive 
half-trajectory of (2) starting from ,R, may quit the last domain for any 
ulterior value of t. 
(b) Let 9, # be the solution of (2) verifying the initial conditions 
dTo > Q-o , 0,710) = 0, #(To 3 To 2 0, 70) = 70 * For abbreviation we note 
9(t) = ?‘(t, To , Q>770), (Cl(t) = a To, 0, TV). After a finite interval of the 
time, say T2, the corresponding to this solution positive half-trajectory T 
meets the segment P3Q3 of the straight line y = b. Indeed, otherwise, the 
,inequality $(t) > b for any t > To implies the existence of a number ho > 0 
such that t > 7. => ho < h(#(t)). But from q(t) = h($(t)) > ho we obtain 
q(t) > h,(t - To), i.e., T quits a for some value of t. 
The continuation of the trajectory T beyond the segment P3Q3 will inter- 
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sect the segment PdQd , say at the time ra , since otherwise, by 1” and (4), 
for v(t) > x,, and 0 < #(t) < b, we have 
$W = -f(dO, W) W - AdtN + 4) < Mb - (Mb + E) (1 + 4 + E 
= - a(Mb + E), 
hence #(t) < #(us) - or(Mb + E) (t - 7s) and T would quit the domain L2. 
There exists a number E > 0 such that, after a finite interval 7E of the time, 
the trajectory T will meet the straight line y = - E from above downward. 
Indeed, by the uniform continuity on any compact subset of R of the function 
F : R2 -+ R, given as follows 
F(x, Y> = -f(x, Y) Y - g(x) + E, 
and by the relations 
F(x, 0) = -g(x) + E < - (Mb + E) (1 + a) + E = - cu(Mb + E) - Mb, 
with x, < x < z, , we may find a number E > 0 such that for any point 
(x,y)~R~,with~~<~<s~and-•<y<O,itholds 
F(x, y) < - a(Mb + E). 
Now we observe that T meets y = - E, since from 
$(t> d FW), $4)) ==c - 4Jfb + E) 
we deduce 
(c) Further, we see that T cannot remain in the domain bounded by the 
curves y = - E, r, .Z’ and the segment P,Q, , since, otherwise, it would 
exists a number h, > 0 such that t > 7s + h(#(t)) < - h, , hence 
W = N$(O) d - 4 and PW G P(TJ - Mt - Tel 
which is impossible. Thus, the trajectory T quits the preceding domain 
through the segment P,Q, as t increasses. 
A similar argument shows that the positive half-trajectory T enters in the 
half-plane x < 0 and, after a finite interval of the time, it is forced to intersect 
the segment QIQ; at the point z; E (yi , x1). 
(d) On the basis of the choice of y1 at the stage (h) of the proof of Theo- 
rem 1, and from the inequality (lo), written for the curve 2, namely, 
fw - m%) < A@ + 4 - 4 + (1 + a-‘) [H(b) +H(- b)], 
we have 
fw - W%) > YY (15) 
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where 
y = - A(2b + z; - z3) - (1 + CL’) [H(b) + H(- b)], 
if we use (IO), (11) and the inequalities xs < za , zi < ~j . 
(e) For uniformity of notations we put z(O) = zr , z(l) = .z; . Also we 
denote by 8’“) = (0, zc2)) the second return point of T on the positive half- 
axis of Oy, by 8’“) the third return point of T on the same half-axis, etc. We 
have 2;(O) > ~9) > S2) > **a > .ztn) > e-0 >yr and, from (15). 
H(z’0’) - H(d’)) > y, H(z’“) - H(2’2’) > y, 
H(z’“-I’) - H(z’“)) > y, 
hence, for all natural n, 
H(z’“‘) -. H(P)) > ny. 
By the existence of the finite limit lim,,, z cn) = z and by the last inequality 
we obtain 
ii [H(z’O)) - H(z’“))] = co, 
which contradicts the continuity of the function H at the point f. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
REMARK 3. The Theorem 4 brings a completition to the assertion of 
Theorem 2 in the sense that the trajectory corresponding to a harmonic 
oscillation for (2) always lies in the domain K constructed during the proof 
of Theorem 1. 
REMARK 4. One may formulate some conditions, not involving the 
assumption 
under which the conclusions of the Theorems 1, 2, and 4 still hold [8]. 
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